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*** Special Launch Price: 99Ã‚Â¢ for Two Weeks Only! (regular price: $4.99) *** Markal, an

apprentice wizard, is thrust unexpectedly to the head of his order when his master is decapitated by

a gray-skinned assassin. The order&apos;s walled gardens have the power to restore their dead

master to life, but only if the apprentices can protect his body long enough for their sanctuary to

work its magic.When a barbarian warrior named Bronwyn invades the gardens wielding a

soul-binding sword and accuses the order of harboring a powerful sorcerer, Markal thinks she is

another assassin come to finish the job. But Bronwyn is a paladin, a holy warrior from across the

mountains, and her presence is a harbinger of a greater threat than Markal had imagined, a

necromancer with the power to command the dead.Together, they must join forces before the

necromancer destroys Markal&apos;s order and overruns Bronwyn&apos;s homeland.
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Do you like Mythical Worlds? Epic Tales? If so, Michael Wallace delivers in this new series. Be



prepared as you are drawn in to this companion series to his The Dark Citadel trilogy. Read that

first, or just start with this one. Be ready to be drawn in and then be left ready for the next one. I

really enjoy being transported to a different time and place with heroes and heroines that struggle

with doing the right thing. The only problem is I want to continue and finish the series immediately.

Waiting with bated breath for # 2.

This is a fun read but a little different from most of the magic wielding type books that I read. It starts

off a little slow with a lot of moderately dry detail but don't give up on it because it picks up tempo as

time goes by and now I can hardly wait for the sequel

Michael Wallace is a great story teller; he knows how to entrance you to keep your interest in finding

out what will happen next. His enchanted garden for wizards and the red sword wielded by a woman

warrior is only the beginning. If you like wizards, warriors, and enchantments, you will love this book.

I look forward to the next two books of the trilogy.

When Memnet is beheaded the apprentice wizards bury his head in their special garden. Will they

have enough time for a new body to be generated? Meanwhile, a sword named Soultrup plays a

very important role in protecting the garden and everyone in it. Michael Wallace has created a

masterpiece called The Red Sword. I was given a free copy of this book in exchange for an honest

review.

A well written and well crafted piece of escape fiction suitable for all ages. Light entertainment... Mr.

Wallace provides lots of action without going overboard in terms of the dark or gruesome.

Well laid out plot, great character development. I read the book straight through and am only taking

long enough to write out a review before I start book 2.

Enjoyed reading this book. It was a little different from your regular fantasy. I liked the characters

and their interactions.

Michael Wallace does another fine job weaving an epic story replete with well developed characters,

plots, and subplots. Thank you Michael for more hours of reading pleasure!
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